
Byok
Piani Mono 95 Downlight

Oberfläche

Aluminum polished

matt aluminum

matt black

Höheneinstellung

height adjustable

height determinable

Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Germany

Manufacturer Byok

Designer Kai Byok

protection IP20

Scope of delivery LED

material aluminum

cable length 300 cm

dimming
on site dimmable with a trailing edge
dimmer

LED inclusive

Colour Rendering Index >90

Color temperature in
Kelvin

2,700 extra warm white

bulb exchange at the manufacturer / at the factory

system performance 6 x 3.6 Watt

Total luminous flux in lm 1,830

Dimensions H 1 cm | B 5 cm | L 95 cm

Description

The Byok Piani Mono 95 Downlight is a pendant lamp with a length of 95 cm.
Its body is made of 10 mm thick solid aluminum. It is possible to tilt the
pendant light in the longitudinal axis for glare-free workplaces and dining
room tables. The lamp is offered height-determinable or height-adjustable up
to 300 cm each. With the height-determinable version, the cables can be set to
the desired length during installation; with the height-adjustable version, the
overall height can also be adjusted after installation.

The Piani Mono 95 Downlight from Byok is available in matt aluminum,
polished aluminum and matt black finishes. Six modern, replaceable LEDs are
included. The LEDs can be dimmed on site with a trailing edge phase
dimmer. On request, they are also available with gesture control and
Dim2Warm technology. With gesture control, the light is dimmed by holding
the hand flat under the lamp. With Dim2Warm technology, the light takes on a
warmer colour when dimmed. When dimmed, the light colour of the LEDs
changes from 2,700 Kelvin extra warm white to 2,100 Kelvin extra warm white.
The dimming range is between 0 and 100 percent. In addition, the lamp is also
available on request as a version that can be dimmed by smartphone/tablet
via Bluetooth.
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